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1. Introduction
This document has been produced to record information that has been gathered as factual evidence
to support Great Barford Neighbourhood Plan The information gathered is not the entire evidence
base and there are many other sources of information used such as background documents to
Bedford Borough Council’s Local Plan 2030 and documents specifically commissioned by the Parish
Council for the purposes of evidencing the Neighbourhood Plan.
At the end of each section, some key issues have been identified which have helped in deciding the
issues, objectives and policies of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Some of the information may become out of date or superseded in due course.
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2. Great Barford Neighbourhood Plan
Legislation
The Localism Act 2011 reformed the planning system to give local people new opportunities to shape
the development of the communities in which they live. It introduced a new type of community-led
plan that can be used to set out more detailed priorities for development at a local level, consistent
with the more strategic vision for the wider area set in the Bedford Borough Council’s Local Plan.
A Neighbourhood Development Plan (or Neighbourhood Plan [NP]) enables the local community to
have an active role in development of planning policies at a neighbourhood level, reflecting local
needs and aspirations. Once a Neighbourhood Plan is made (adopted), it becomes a formal part of
local planning policy. It has to conform to planning policies, legislation and guidance at Local, National
and European level. As such, it must conform generally with the strategic policies of the development
plan for Bedford Borough, as outlined in the National Planning Policy Framework.
A Neighbourhood Plan cannot be used to prevent development included in the Local Plan, however, it
can promote additional development, or for example include policies regarding design of buildings or
materials used for their construction.
Neighbourhood Plan Designated Area
As the relevant body under Section 61G of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, Great Barford
Parish Council (GBPC) applied to the Local Authority of Bedford Borough Council (BBC) for
designation of the whole civil parish of Great Barford to be the Neighbourhood Area for the purpose of
preparing a Neighbourhood Plan.

On 23 April 2015, BBC granted
designation of the area within the
Great Barford Parish Boundary,
shown on the map.
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3. General Background
Historic layout
Located on the eastern boundary of Bedford Borough, Great Barford lies amongst the meadowlands
of the river Great Ouse, with Conservation Areas that reflect very much the development of the
village. There were prehistoric and Roman settlements along the river valley before the parish of
Great Barford was established in the late Saxon period. The village originated around the river
crossing, which was a ford before the medieval bridge was built. There were other hamlets in the
vicinity such as at the crossroads, where the north to south route running to the river meets the east
to west route to Bedford, and at Green End. The scattered buildings of these older settlements have
been linked over the last five centuries by later developments, mostly post war, so that Great Barford
is now primarily a linear settlement.
The loosely curving thread of the High Street forms the basis for the main Conservation Area and it
links the various older buildings established in Silver Street and Addington Road with the area around
The Church of All Saints. The northern end of the Conservation Area is fairly well covered with trees,
principally around Brook House and fringing the brook, an area characterised by varied well spaced
buildings and individual plots. The High Street in general is characterised by an attractive combination
of walls, trees, and older historic buildings, mainly cottages and houses of brick or colour washed
plaster or rough cast, and timber frames.
The main Conservation Area contains several listed buildings (including the bridge) of which a
number are in relatively close proximity to All Saint's Church and the Anchor Public House. An
important characteristic of this Conservation Area is the variation that exists in building groups. The
intimate grouping around the church and the Anchor Public House contrasts with the open land and
buildings opposite, on the west side of the High Street, where buildings are well set back from the
road and generally spread out.
This area includes the open space alongside the river and the complimentary water meadows on the
Blunham side, from which excellent views of the bridge and church can be gained.
At the northern end of the built part is a second smaller Conservation Area contains more listed
buildings at Green End, with several old farm houses and further open space around the recent
Village Hall and Playing Field.
A third Conservation Area encompasses the land to the east, around Great Barford House, and
includes other listed buildings in this vicinity.
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Conservation Area – Great Barford

Conservation Area – Great Barford & Green End
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Conservation Area – Great Barford Hill
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Local Plan Policy Map

The main built area of the village constitutes the Settlement Policy Area. These, and other key
features are outlined on the BBC Policy Map for Great Barford.
Green / Open Spaces
There are 6 designated areas of Village Open Space / View shown on policies map. These include
the Village Green adjacent to the bridge, open space along the southern end of the High Street and
New Road, recreational areas for children at Chapel Field (known as the Jubilee Play Area) and the
playing field at Green End.

4. Water and Drainage
Flood Maps
The village of Great Barford lies on the banks of the River Great Ouse. Smaller ordinary watercourses
have their confluence with the River Great Ouse at Great Barford, and the Inland Drainage Board
(IDB) have advised that the area is vulnerable to flooding from the smaller ordinary watercourses.
There are also two flood storage reservoirs at Great Barford, which reduces the risks of flooding to
existing properties. If further development were to be required in this area, the development would
need to take place outside of Flood Zones 2 and 3 or they would be subject to a site specific Flood
Risk Assessment (FRA) and potentially an Exception Test, depending on the type of development.
The Environment Agency provides flood mapping for planning, showing Flood Zones within a selected
area. The region around the main built area of Great Barford is shown on the maps.
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A previous BBC commissioned 2010 Atkins Strategic Flood Risk Assessment emphasised slightly
different detail.
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Catchment Overview
Great Barford is a village located in the east of the Bedford Borough to the north of the River Great
Ouse.
Historical Events
Flooding has occurred along Green End Road and Willoughby Close, where the IDB estimated there
are a total of 20 properties currently at risk from flooding. In addition there has been road flooding in
close proximity to Barford Bridge.
There have been flood events at the Barford Old Mill due to river bank breaches which has caused
undermining of the sheet piling. In addition flooding of the High Street has occurred such that a length
of 500 yards was inundated during the flooding event in 1947.
Fluvial Flood Risk
The River Great Ouse provides a significant fluvial flood risk to development in the south east of
Great Barford, however the major source of flood risk arises from the tributary of the River Great Ouse
which flows south-eastwards through the centre of this Key Service Centre, known locally as The
Brook. A large proportion of this Key Service Centre is located within both Flood Zone 2 and 3 as
shown above.
As a result of this significant flood risk from the River Great Ouse Great Barford is served by the
Environment Agency Flood Warning System. Great Barford is located within the 052FWFGO4BL
flood warning area.
During the 1% AEP event it was determined that the upstream extent of Great Barford is at an
extreme fluvial flood risk. This hazard classification was based on table 4 in the Environment Agency
guidance for assessing and managing flood risk (Ref: 23). An extreme hazard is defined as ‘danger
for all – extreme danger, flood zone with deep fast flowing water’. If 2D modelling was carried out the
hazard to the rest of Great Barford could be determined.
Surface Water Flood Risk
As identified by Defra, there are an estimated 470 properties at risk from surface water flooding within
Great Barford. This was estimated by Defra using the best available data in August 2009.
There are no areas indicated to be at risk from sewer water flooding within Great Barford according to
the Anglian Water’s DG5 register.
Groundwater Flood Risk
Great Barford has not been identified to be at a significant risk of groundwater flooding.
Flood Risk Mitigation
The IDB currently manage flood risk to Great Barford using two flood storage reservoirs upstream of
Great Barford, one of which is Great Barford Lake at Cuckoo Brook corner.
Climate Change Impact
There is little difference between the current Flood Zone 3 and the climate change scenario for Flood
Zone 3, with only a small number of additional properties at risk.
Assumptions
The Bedford Ouse hydraulic model which determines flood risk resulting from the River Great Ouse
was not re-run for the 0.1% AEP event due to the lack of hydrology for this return period. Thus an
updated flood outline has only been produced for the functional floodplain, 1% AEP and 1% AEP with
an allowance for climate change.
Recent Local Plan Development Allocations
There are two small areas of recent development within Great Barford with a third just being
completed. The first is the site named H18 (New Road), now named Woodpecker Close, and located
between the previously developed area and the River Great Ouse. This site is situated almost wholly
within the Functional Floodplain. Prior to construction a FRA was carried out to ensure all flood issues
would be adequately dealt with. A second site known as Hare Meadow, located to the south of
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Bedford Road, is outside of the functional floodplain, as is the, soon to be completed, Wöllstein Way
development to the north of Roxton Road – as such no FRAs were completed.
Recommendations for a site specific FRA
A FRA will need to be completed for any proposed development located within either Flood Zones 2
or 3 and for any development which covers an area greater the 1ha. The FRA must be completed to
demonstrate;
 the level of risk to the site from current and/or future flooding from all sources;


the development does not increase flood risk elsewhere within the catchment;



the mitigation measures proposed are suitable to deal with flood risks and the residual risk is
appropriate;



the Sequential Test can be applied;



the impacts of climate change have been taken into account; and



the development passes part c of the Exception Test (if appropriate).

During the initial stages of the FRA the developer should engage in early discussions with the Internal
Drainage Board and the Environment Agency to determine if there are any specific requirements at
the site.
It is recommended that the developer consults the Development and Flood Risk Guidance for the
Construction Industry C624 (CIRIA, 2004) to ensure the correct level of detail is given within the FRA.
There is an un-modelled watercourse which flows in an easterly direction until it discharges into the
River Great Ouse. It is recommended that if development is proposed for sites in close proximity to
this watercourse additional hydraulic modelling is carried out to determine Flood Zones associated
with it.
For the completion of a comprehensive FRA it is recommended that the developer checklist given in
Appendix G of the Bedford Water Cycle Strategy is used.
Possibilities for SuDs Implementation
It is specified within the Water Cycle Strategy that infiltration SuDs options are unlikely to be suitable
in Great Barford although they may be suitable in areas where superficial deposits are present.
Therefore proposals of infiltration SuDs techniques will be subject to ground investigations. Infiltration
testing should be carried out in accordance with BRE-Digest 365,
Current Hydraulic Models
The River Great Ouse model is currently the only hydraulic model created to determine fluvial flood
risk to Great Barford.
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The current USR report of 2015 can be found as a supporting document to the Local Plan 2030.
Various mapping and text refers to Great Barford, depicting:






Environment Agency Modelled Flood Zones
Historic Flooding
Surface Water Flooding
Bedrock Geology and Aquifer Designation
Flood Hazard 1 in xx year events

This shows the Modelled Flood Zones around Great Barford.

Key Issues – Water and drainage




New development must have regard to local river floodplain and flood zones around the
watercourses.
New development must not create surface water runoff to have adverse impact to flood zones.
Flood risk defences need to be incorporated in future developments to account for climate
change, and not increase flood risk elsewhere in the catchment area.
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5. Landscape Sensitivity
Extract from BBC “Landscape sensitivity Study; Group 1 & Group 2 Villages”
A Introduction
A.1 The Council has prepared a new local plan that offers guidance to new development and land use
in the period to 2030. About 640 sites have been submitted to the Council for consideration as
potential development allocations following two ‘call for sites’ exercises (in 2014 and 2015). A site
selection methodology has been drafted to help in choosing which sites should be included in the
local plan. This paper explains how the Council intends to incorporate landscape considerations in the
selection of development sites.
B Landscape Character Assessment
B.1 Landscape Character Assessment is a method of understanding what the landscape is like, how it
came to be like that and how it may change in the future. Landscape Character Assessment
describes and classifies the recognisable and consistent pattern of elements that makes one
landscape different from another. Character is what makes each part of the landscape distinct and
gives each area its particular sense of place. The landscape character approach considers that all
landscapes are valuable and seeks to protect their essential character. The purpose of Landscape
Character Assessment is to help ensure that change does not undermine whatever is characteristic or
valued about a particular place, and ensure that ways of improving the character of a place can be
considered.
B.2 A Landscape Character Assessment of the borough was prepared in 2007 and updated in 2014
by Land Use Consultants Ltd1. The Landscape Character Assessment identifies six landscape types
within the borough:
1. Clay Farmland
2. Wooded Wolds
3. Limestone Valleys
4. Clay Valleys
5. Clay Vales
6. Wooded Greensand Ridge.
1

Bedford Borough Landscape Character Assessment, May 2014, Land Use Consultants Ltd

B.3 The landscape types are further sub-divided into component local landscape character areas, 13
in total (see Figure A below). These are discrete geographic areas that possess the common
characteristics described for the landscape type. Each character area has a distinct and recognisable
local identity. For each local landscape character area a detailed description of the landscape
character is given that identifies the key landscape features and visual sensitivities. In addition,
guidelines for management and future development are produced as broad principles to manage and
direct landscape change, for example in order to protect the highest quality and most sensitive
landscapes from adverse change and to encourage positive change in weak or degraded landscapes.
C Landscape Sensitivity Assessment
C.1 In order to take account of landscape considerations in the selection of development sites, further
work has been undertaken based on the existing Landscape Character Assessment. This has
resulted in a report for each village that highlights the key landscape and visual sensitivities. This
information will be used as part of the site selection process to identify whether or not a potential site
is consistent with the guidelines of the Landscape Character Assessment. This will help in choosing
between sites and considering their effect on landscape sensitivities. It will also help in identifying
mitigation measures that may be necessary to minimise the impact of development and enhance
important landscape features.
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C.2 Reports and maps have been produced for the following groups of villages:
Group 1 Villages
1
Bromham
2
Clapham
3
Great Barford
4
Sharnbrook
5
Shortstown
6
Wilstead
7
Wixams
8
Wooton

Group 2 Villages
9
Carlton
10
Harrold
11
Milton Ernest
12
Oakley
13
Roxton
14
Stewartby
15
Turvey
16
Willington

3 Great Barford – (see Figure 3 below, for map illustrating the following comments)
Landscape Character Type
Type 1:
Clay Farmland
Type 4:
Clay Valleys
Type 5:
Clay Vales

Landscape Character Area
1E
Renhold Clay Farmland
4A
Great Ouse Clay Valley
5E
East Marston Clay Vale

Great Barford falls within the 4A Great Ouse Clay Valley landscape character area as set out in the
table above. Character area 1E Renhold Clay Farmland lies to the north and west of the village and
area 5E East Marston Clay Vale lies to the southeast. Much of the village is low lying with the majority
of buildings located in the Clay Valley area. There is also a large variety of dwellings throughout the
village, some dating to the 17th century.
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Clay Farmland: 1E Renhold Clay Farmland
1. Summary of landscape character: Key characteristics











Open lowland founded on Oxford Clay, subtly varied with gently undulating valleys contrasting
with exposed plateaux.
Dominated by arable farmland with some scattered woodlands.
Large geometric fields are bounded by hedgerows, fences and ditches, with smaller fields
immediately around the historic village.
Hedgerows are in mixed condition with some low flailed and gappy or lost leaving areas of
open, featureless, arable land.
Hedgerow trees are prominent in the level landscape; many of them mature, including
remnant trees within fields.
Scattered woods give variety to the distant views, and include some ancient woodland of high
biodiversity interest.
A network of small rural roads and lanes cross the area and the presence of the Great
Barford Bypass (A421) are felt locally in new features associated with the trunk road.
Historic earthwork sites such as Birchfield Farm Moat.
Consistent network of footpaths, bridleways and green lanes.
Views are generally distant over the subtly undulating open farmland.

2. Key positive landscape features/strategic sensitivities of the landscape surrounding the village







The network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees which still survive in parts of the area and are
vulnerable to further loss through lack of consistent maintenance and succession planning.
The field trees (remnants of former field boundaries) which may be lost to over- maturity and
lack of appropriate management.
All Saints Church with its 15th century tower forming landmark and creating a sense of place.
The distinctive pattern of dispersed settlement and associated small irregular fields, often with
earthworks of moated sites and shrunken settlements.
High level of recreational access via rights of way network and quiet rural lanes.
Areas of ecological value including ancient woodlands and unimproved grassland which
require sustained management.

3. Visual sensitivities
There is the sense of openness and wide views across the gently rising slopes linking with the
adjacent Clay Farmland and Clay Vales landscape types which give variety by the subtly changing
landform and the scattered woodlands which would be sensitive to inappropriate development. The
landscape would be sensitive to change from the expansion of the village with small scale
development at its edges and also from small scale infill development.
4. Landscape management guidelines








Conserve, enhance and restore the woodlands through effective long term management and
replanting to retain their character and ecological value.
Promote traditional woodland management techniques such as coppicing, to enhance ground
flora diversity.
Enhance the hedgerows consistent management and resist development that will result in
further loss/ fragmentation of hedgerows and hedgerow trees. Encourage the growth of new
hedgerow trees to maintain landscape and structure connectivity.
Conserve field trees through management of surrounding arable land by for example avoiding
ploughing over tree root zones and consider opportunities for planting new field trees.
Conserve the existing neutral unimproved grassland sites and take opportunities to extend
these and create new species rich hay meadows.
Conserve the character of secondary roads, limiting urbanising influences e.g. kerbing and
widening and ensure that traffic management measures are sympathetic to those sections of
the area with a rural character.
Conserve tree-lined brooks and associated riparian features.
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5. Development Guidelines




Conserve the views to the stone churches, e.g. All Saints Church.
Avoid linear development along roads merging settlements.
Preserve the openness and long views across the gently rising slopes linking with the
adjacent 4A Great Ouse Clay Valley landscape type.

Clay Valleys: 4A Great Ouse Clay Valley
1. Summary landscape character: Key characteristics







A shallow fairly wide valley of the River Great Ouse founded on Oxford Clay and Alluvium
with deposits of Valley Gravel and small sections of Glacial Gravel.
Large scale open water bodies, multiple channels and tributary streams are scattered across
the floodplain. The course of the river is marked by riverside vegetation including mature
willows. Shelterbelts and distinctive clusters of woodland create a semi-enclosed landscape.
Mixed land use of arable on the shallow slopes of the valley with pasture, quarrying and
recreational uses along the valley floor.
Large and medium-scale geometric fields are bounded by hedgerows in mixed condition with
some hedgerow trees.
Building materials are varied with the local stone church (All Saints) and the Great Barford
bridge, red brick dwellings, black painted clapboard barns, clay tile and thatch roofs along
with more recent industrial buildings
An urban fringe character results from the aural and visual presence of major road corridors
of the A1 and A421.

2. Key positive landscape features/strategic sensitivities of the landscape surrounding the village







There is a strong rural character over much of the settlement with minor roads and the
fifteenth century bridge over the River Great Ouse.
Open water bodies and associated wetland habitats providing a recreational resource and
biodiversity interest, and which would be sensitive to changes in management.
Distinctive features such as hedgerows, hedgerow trees and water meadows which are also
sensitive to changes in management.
With few historic features surviving in the predominantly arable landscape, the pockets of
parkland and surviving areas of meadow are particularly significant.
River Great Ouse and fringing vegetation including pollard willows which contribute to sense
of place and nature conservation.
Historic village core with strong links to the riverine landscape setting through its bridge,
riverside pastures and common land.

3. Visual sensitivities
The visual sensitivities around the village are evident by views to All Saints Church with its 15th
century tower and the early 15th century Grade l listed and scheduled monument Great Barford
Bridge (see photos below). Close by there are tranquil views across open water bodies and along the
river corridors enclosed by woodlands. The openness and long views across the gently rising slopes
linking with the adjacent 1E Renhold Clay Farmland, to the north and north-west of the village, and 5E
East Marston Clay Vale landscape types. The level topography means that tall structures and large
scale buildings are highly visible – seek to avoid adverse impacts on the character of the river
corridor.
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Distinctive historic bridge and All Saints Church tower at Great Barford

Great Barford historic bridge and church tower

4. Landscape management guidelines





Enhance and restore hedgerows by replanting and consistent management and limit
development that will result in further loss/fragmentation of hedgerows and hedgerow trees.
Encourage management of arable field margins for biodiversity interest.
Ensure active management of the pollarded willows and plan for succession planting.
Ensure that leisure facilities are designed to retain and enhance the rural character and
biodiversity interest of the river and wetlands.
Take opportunities to plant new woodlands (in particular wet woodlands) that will screen
major road corridors or large scale development.

5. Development Guidelines
See section 5 under ‘Clay Farmland: 1E Renhold Clay Farmland’ above and summary box below.






Retain the separation of individual villages - avoid linear development along roads merging
settlements.
Preserve an open setting of the distinctive medieval Great Barford Bridge and All Saints
Church tower.
Consider visual impact of development in terms of massing, rooflines, scale, materials and
visual appearance.
Conserve the rural setting of the settlement and enhance the settlement edge for example by
appropriately designed woodland planting to foil large-scale development.
Explore options for improving recreational opportunities and public access to the river.
Monitor the associated development of facilities e.g. visitor centres and car parking that might
impact upon the surviving sections of rural, tranquil character in the immediate river corridor.
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Key Issues – Landscape






Retain the separation of individual villages - avoid linear development along roads merging
settlements.
Preserve an open setting of the distinctive medieval Great Barford Bridge and All Saints church
tower.
Consider visual impact of development in terms of massing, rooflines, scale, materials and visual
appearance.
Conserve the rural setting of the settlement and enhance the settlement edge for example by
appropriately designed woodland planting to foil large-scale development.
Explore options for improving recreational opportunities and public access to the river. Monitor the
associated development of facilities e.g. visitor centres and car parking that might impact upon
the surviving sections of rural, tranquil character in the immediate river corridor.
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6. Population & Housing
Demographic
The Census 2011 data, shows the Parish of Great Barford to have a Population of 2003, occupying
829 Households in 881 Dwellings (ie 52 dwellings have no usual residents).
Large growth was seen in the late 1960s and early 1970s with significant developments in the Chapel
Field, Willoughby and Pyms areas.

Great Barford - Population Growth
2500

Population

2000
1500
1000
500
0
1801

1851

1901

1951

2001

Census

Located on the eastern boundary of Bedford Borough, Great Barford has a broadly similar age profile
to the Borough. A broad mix of non-White British residents form 9% of the population.
Great Barford has high home ownership (80%) with 8% of households renting from social landlords
and 12% renting privately. Housing is a mix of detached (46%), terraced (28%) and semi-detached
(24%) dwellings, and most homes are heated by gas (81%).
Overall economic activity levels (74%) among those aged 16-74 are high. Employment as managers,
directors and in professional occupations (27%) is among the lowest of all parishes, but employment
in skilled trades (13%) exceeds the rural average.
The proportion of residents aged 16+ with degree-level qualifications (30%) is below the average for
all parishes, but still exceeds the Borough average, and 18% of residents have no qualifications. The
health of Great Barford residents is better than the Borough average.
Only 9% of households do not have a car, 42% have 2 cars, and 13% have 3 or more. Most people
travel to work by car (78%), 6% work from home, 4% commute by train, but 8% of those in
employment cycle or walk to work, which is above the average for rural parishes.
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Deprivation
The communities.gov.uk website provides Indices of Deprivation 2019 mapping.
http://dclgapps.communities.gov.uk/imd/idmap.html

Great Barford ranks as:
Index of Multiple Deprivation:
Income Deprived:
Employment Deprived:
Education, Skills & Training:
Health Deprivation & Disability:
Crime:
Barriers to Housing & Services:
Living Environment:
Income Deprivation Affecting Children:
Income Deprivation Affecting Older People:

28,019 out of 32,844
22,497 out of 32,844
22,275 out of 32,844
21,513 out of 32,844
27,289 out of 32,844
24,784 out of 32,844
30,528 out of 32,844
23,256 out of 32,844
20,956 out of 32,844
24,583 out of 32,844

amongst 20% least deprived in the country
amongst 40% least deprived in the country
amongst 40% least deprived in the country
amongst 40% least deprived in the country
amongst 20% least deprived in the country
amongst 30% least deprived in the country
amongst 10% least deprived in the country
amongst 30% least deprived in the country
amongst 40% least deprived in the country
amongst 30% least deprived in the country

Key Issues – Population





A broad demographic requires suitable housing to suit varying needs.
New development should provide a mix of house styles and bedroom numbers, enabling both
young and old to have choice of smaller properties.
New developments should reflect local need, particularly affordable housing and rural exception
sites where appropriate.
Rural location needs to address transport requirements without adverse impact on safety.
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Data from the Census 2011 records housing as:
Accommodation Type

Accommodation Type %
Detached

45.7

Semi-Detached

24.2

Terrace
Flat
Caravan/Mobile

27.5
2.5
0.1

There is a broad mix of housing types, with a majority being detached.
Household Tenure

Tenure
Owned

Private Rent

Social Rent

79.7

11.9

8.3

The vast majority of homes are owned, with small number of rented accommodation.
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Our 2016 Questionnaire/Survey provided an alternative representation as:
Type of Property
Flat/Apartment
Bungalow
1-2 Bed House
3-4 Bed House
5+ Bed House
Rented Housing
Sheltered Housing
Retirement Housing
Care Home
I don’t live in Great Barford
Other

Currently
0.44%
14.41%
4.37%
66.81%
12.23%
1.31%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.44%
0.00%

However, the survey data is only representative of the returned sample, unlike the Census return from
all households.

7. Heritage
Heritage Design Within the Conservation Areas
The Great Barford Conservation Areas are characterised by the variation that exists in building groups
with both intimate groupings and more open areas where buildings are set back from the road and
more spread out. The street edge is generally characterised by an attractive combination of historic
buildings, walls, trees, and fenced fields and paddocks. The buildings consist mainly of wide-fronted,
1, 1½, 2 and the occasional 2½ storey detached and semi-detached cottages and houses of brick or
colour-washed plaster or rough cast, and timber frames.
Large / important buildings occupy prominent positions in the streetscape and are used to terminate
views and act as important landmarks creating a legible / memorable townscape. The area contains a
rich palette of materials with red and yellow gault brick, white and cream painted brickwork, and white,
cream and silver grey render and black painted weatherboarding. Roof materials traditionally consist
of red / brown and grey plain tiles, red clay pantiles, slate and thatch.
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Listed Buildings / Scheduled Monuments
Historic England has 40 listings for the Parish of Great Barford.
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/results?q=&searchtype=nhlesearch&searchResultsPerPage=50

Listings including:
36 Grade II
1 Grade I
3 Scheduled Monuments

Interactive mapping is available from BBC for Conservation Area, Listed Buildings, TPO, etc:
http://apps.bedford.gov.uk/lvplanning/

Most of the listings are to be found within the main built area of the village, with a few outlying sites.
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Number

Grade I

1114887

BARFORD BRIDGE AND CAUSEWAY

Number

Grade II

1114877

BIRCHFIELD FARMHOUSE

1114878

29, GREEN END ROAD

1114879

27, HIGH STREET

1114880

ROSE COTTAGE

1114881

61, HIGH STREET

1114882

THE ANCHOR PUBLIC HOUSE

1114883

8, NEW ROAD

1114884

8 AND 10, ROXTON ROAD

1114885

GAME LARDER AT BARFORD HOUSE

1114886

THE GARDENS

1114888

OLD MILLS COTTAGE

1137544

BROOK HOUSE

1137550

GREENLANDS

1137573

65, GREEN END ROAD, GREEN END

1137582

GREEN END FARMHOUSE

1137613

SAVILLE COTTAGE

1137661

POUND FARMHOUSE

1137667

COLLEGE FARMHOUSE

1137682

PARISH CHURCH OF ALL SAINTS

1137708

BRIDGE HOUSE

1137715

BRIDGE COTTAGE

1137728

LOWLANDS

1137788

BARFORD HOUSE

1137796

BARN NORTH OF BARFORD HOUSE

1137809

52 AND 54, SILVER STREET

1137826

THE CREAKERS FARMHOUSE

1312250

20, HIGH STREET

1321225

DORCHESTER

1321226

106, GREEN END ROAD, GREEEN END

1321227

THE OLD CROWN

1321228

THE OLD VICARAGE

1321229

THE WHITE HART PUBLIC HOUSE

1321230

GRANARY AT BRIDGE HOUSE

1321231

GATE PIERS AND GATE TO BARFORD HOUSE

1321232

SCREEN WALL ADJOINING BARFORD HOUSE TO NORTH

1321233
Number

LANTERN COTTAGE
Scheduled

1004505

BARFORD BRIDGE

1010864

BIRCHFIELD FARM moated site and associated fishponds and leats
PALACEYARD WOOD medieval moated enclosure and associated enclosures,
woodland bank and cultivation earthworks

1010948
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Tree Preservation Orders

Many significant individual trees are to be found with Tree Protection Orders, as well as TPO Areas
within the built area and around Great Barford House to the North-East of the parish.
http://edrms.bedford.gov.uk/PlanningBrowse.aspx?id=podNrJJxSIZtDFMlDVPKUA%3d%3d
TPO Ref

Address

09/2006

Land at Green End Road

7/190/2/28

High Street (opposite The Vicarage)

7/190/2/29

The Maltings (whole estate)

7/190/2/30

Willoughby Estate

7/190/2/31

Gt Barford & Roxton (Gt Barford House, Roxton House & Land between)

7/190/2/138

4, 6 & 8 Roxton Road

7/190/2/140

Adj 6 Green End road

7/190/2/153

Adj 44 High Street

7/190/2/240

29/33 Bedford Road

7/190/2/320

R/O 33 Bedford Road

7/190/2/359

2 High Street
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Key Issues – Design and Housing







Must respect, conserve and enhance the historic character of Great Barford.
Ensure Listed Buildings are maintained and their settings are not adversely impacted by future
development.
Encourage new development to be sympathetic to the local vernacular and complement existing
architecture and materials.
Encourage building heights to respect rural character. Individual dwellings should not be of
excessive scale or height. No dwelling to be greater than 2.5 storeys.
Respect and maintain open/green space, views and vistas.
Encourage Eco Homes and Green Energy appropriate to rural setting and local visual character.

Policy Mapping
Further interactive BBC Policy Mapping is available at:
http://www.planvu.co.uk/bbc/index.php
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BBC Local Plan documents
The BBC Local Plan has many supporting documents available from the BBC website.
http://edrms.bedford.gov.uk/PlanningBrowse.aspx?id=d0k0MSusxtFYWFrdtPxWXQ%3d%3d

As a rural Key Service Centre, Great Barford is prominent and referenced in many of these
documents.
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8. Business
Several small and medium scale business enterprises can be found in Great Barford. These range
from arable and livestock farming, tool and plant hire, small industrial units and home workers.
Trades include, but not limited to:
 Farmers
 Butchers
 Electricians
 Builders
 Roofing
 Post Office/Stores
 Pubs/Restaurants
 Gardeners/Horticulture
 Property Management
 Upholsterers
 Printers
 Party/Wedding
 Childminders
 Beauty
 Marketing
 Recruitment
 Tool/Plant Hire
 Vehicle Engineering/Mechanics
 Cleaning/Valeting

Key Issues – Business





Encourage small business development without adverse visual impact.
Encourage provision of serviced small business units.
Local business transport to respect village roads and congestion.
Protection of local businesses to maintain community services.
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9. Key Community Services
Education
Great Barford Church of England Primary Academy
Established in 2017, the school has undergone significant changes, including becoming an academy,
expanding to a primary school and becoming a Church of England school.
Age range: 3-10 mixed co-educational
296 pupils
Health Care
Great Barford Surgery is a semi-rural dispensing practice located in the village of Great Barford; It is a
two Partner Practice with support from salaried GP’s and Locum’s that are familiar with local
procedure and policies. It has a team of nursing and qualified dispensary staff that work with the
Doctors on a daily basis to offer a comprehensive service to its patients.
Retail facilities
Great Barford is served by two general food stores, one being associated with the Post Office. In
addition, one of the local farms operates a butchers selling its home-grown meat.
Southall Turkeys & Butchers are based on the family run working farm in Great Barford. They
have been producing Christmas turkeys for over 60 years. In 1999 They opened the Southall
Butchers shop to sell its own grown, fully traceable beef and lamb alongside pork from nearby
farmers.
Great Barford Post Office is in addition a local store selling a variety of food, alcohol, stationary etc.
as part of the Post Office group it also operates banking facilities

Great Barford Post Office & General Store is situated at 8-10 High Street, it was built in the 1800s and
up until 1949 the building was used as a butchers and a slaughter house for Willoughby Farm that
was situated opposite (now Willoughby Close). In 1974 planning was sought to extend and improve
the premises by a grocery firm and in 1976 it became a Shop and Post Office.
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The current owners purchased the Shop & Post Office in 2007 and it is run as a family business, with
local staff. Viewed by many Parishioners as the ‘hub’ of the village, it is well used by villagers and
passing trade.

In July 2020 Great Barford Post Office won the ‘Better for Customers’ category at the Post Office’s
‘We’re Stronger Together’ Regional awards for the Midlands, for service during the COVID-19
Pandemic. Post Office branches have a vital role to play in supporting their customers and
communities.
As a family business, they support the local school and raise money for ‘Children in Need’ every year
and have raised over £23,000 to date.
The shop window displays have become regular seasonal events over Easter, Summer and
especially the Christmas display which is appreciated by adults and children alike.
Services provided:
General groceries
Off Licence
Newspapers/stationary/helium balloons
Delicatessen range/fresh bread (local bakery), hot food to take away
Dry cleaning
National Lottery
Electric/gas/winter fuel-logs & coal
Mobile phone top ups
Barbeque items
Banking transactions - Personal Banking and Business Banking.
National Savings, gift cards, bill payments and much more.
Postal services have changed and sending items is so much more efficient and with the added ‘drop
and go facility’ the customers benefit by not having to queue!
The Post Office has seen significant change over the last 14 years moving forward into so many more
banking transactions - personal banking and business banking. queue! We still
offer national savings, gift cards, bill payments and much more.
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‘Villlage Store/Coffee Shop’

A new business arrived in the village in 2018, providing a small supermarket and in 2020 developed
part of the building, into a much needed Coffee Shop! As the village has grown over the past few
years, opportunities have arisen to provide additional services to the local population.
Services provided currently include:
General Groceries
Off Licence
National Lottery
ATM Machine
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Hospitality
Great Barford has two public houses both of which have restaurant facilities.

The Anchor Inn and Restaurant is situated by the
river Great Ouse at the picturesque village of Great
Barford, with view of the river and the famous bridge with
its 17 arches, first built in 1427. Starting from the bridge
there is a public footpath which follows the banks of the
river to Bedford.
Open-plan pub by medieval arched bridge and church,
good sensibly priced food (wide variety) from snacks up,
Charles Wells ales, friendly staff, river views from main
bar, back restaurant where children are allowed;
background music; picnic-sets in front of the building
looking across the Great Ouse, three bedrooms, open for food and drinks all day weekends.
Renowned for its exceptional Sunday roasts!

Originally The Cross Keys, later the Cross. The
Golden Cross opened for business in late 1835
or 1836. Certainly, the first known licensee was
William Hillyard who is entered as licensee of
the Cross Keys on 10th September 1836.
Public house and Chinese restaurant situated
at the crossroads in the village, established for
approximately 20 years.
The
menu
of Chinese
cuisine provides
authentic meals at this bar. Invite your beloved
with you to have mouth-watering smoked
chicken, smoked ribs, and king prawns.
Serving good pancakes is the unique
characteristic of the Golden Cross.
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Places of Worship

All Saints Church, with a 15th-century tower.
The church of All Saints in Great Barford is situated
to the south of the main village close to the River
Great Ouse. Parking is available on the roadside to
the east of the church.
The parish church of All Saints is a handsome
structure chiefly in the Perpendicular style (the tower
only being ancient), and consists of chancel, nave,
aisles and an embattled western tower with pinnacles
and a small lead-covered spire, containing 5 bells: in
the chancel is a mural monument to Thomas Anscell,
his wife, and family, 1591, with figures in high relief:
there is a brass with two effigies,
There is an active Bell
Ringing group
(Campanologists), all ages welcome to join.

Great Barford Methodist Church. In 1809 James Duncombe, along with John Robertson, registered
a chapel he had built on his own land with the Archdeaconry of Bedford. The denomination was not
specified. However, it was probably Wesleyan Methodist. Great Barford Methodist Church, a
pamphlet published in 1959 by Mrs. W. H. Robertson lists Great Barford Methodists listed in the old
Society Book of Saint Paul's Circuit, Bedford. Great Barford was transferred to the Saint Neots Circuit
in 1803. A new purpose built chapel was erected in 1824 on land acquired from Mary Grant, on the
site of the current chapel, and in January 1825 a brick chapel building was registered with the
Archdeaconry of Bedford by James Golding of Saint Neots [Huntingdonshire] and William
Brocklehurst.
Today it remains a small rural Church on the main road through the village. Disabled access and toilet
facilities recently added and a new kitchen. Minister: Rev James Bamber.
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Great Barford Village Hall

The new Village Hall was opened in 1998 and is run as a Charity by a voluntary committee. It is
situated in Fishers Close, adjacent to the Playing Field. The facilities include a large hall with wooden
floor (marked out Badminton Court), a stage, fully equipped kitchen (recently refurbished), toilets and
shower block (with access for disabled). The integral small Meeting Room can be hired separately or
opened to the main hall to make one large area, ideal for events, parties, and receptions.
Both
rooms are served by a Bar, fully licensed for alcohol and music until Midnight.
The main hall will comfortably hold 120 people seated, with a further 30 in the meeting room. Total
capacity is 180. Parking is available for 55 cars.
The hall is a Community Facility, offering space for a variety of exercise and leisure classes for adults
and children during the week, as well as weekend fund raising events, parties, wedding and family
receptions. The Annual Village Fun Day is held on the Playing Field spreading into the Village Hall,
where refreshments are available.
Village clubs using the hall include:
 Tots &Teenies
 Great Barford Guides
 Great Barford Womens’ Institute
 The Wollstein Twinning Partnership (with Germany)
 Local Football/Cricket clubs
The Parish Council and event organisers hold meetings throughout the year in the Village Hall. The
hall is also used as a Polling Station and is also a designated emergency centre if required. The
website “greatbarfordvh.org” has all the details and an enquiry form for making bookings.
Leisure / Clubs
There are a number of leisure facilities/clubs currently available to residents, not limited to:
Great Barford Bowls and Petanque Club
Women’s Institute.
Alma Singers - a ladies’ community choir which has been meeting since 2009.
Girl Guides
Slimming World
Jordan's Close Scout Activity Centre is run by Bedford District Scouts.
The site, which was donated to the district in 1967 by Dorothy Seward, is in the village of Great
Barford, offering 1.25 acres of camping field, with a slipway and landing stage with access to the
River Great Ouse.
Facilities available on site include:
 camping space for up to 70 campers
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kitchen (must be booked)
main building (only available at weekends)
purpose-built and accessible toilet block with hot water and showers

Activities available on site include:
 adventure course
 archery
 canoeing
 climbing
 fishing
 indoor shooting range
 pioneering
 rafting
The site is extremely popular with youth organisations throughout the area, including Scout and Guide
groups, Duke of Edinburgh groups and other youth organisations including schools. Jordan’s Close is
situated at the southern edge of the village of Great Barford, approximately 6 miles East of Bedford.

Key Issues – Community Services







Retain existing facilities and encourage more alongside growth
Encourage and support, where appropriate, leisure facilities and groups.
Encourage the wider use of current facilities.
Encourage provision of complimentary retail outlets.
Increase the availability of community facilities.
Protection of local businesses to maintain community services.
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10. Environment
Green Infrastructure
A Green Infrastructure Plan has been prepared for Great Barford and covers Landscape, Historic
Landscape, Biodiversity, Rights of Way etc. This document is a separate background document to the
Neighbourhood Plan and covers the following matters:









Landscape
The overall vision for the Plan is to conserve the Parish’s rural character to reflect the views of
the residents and to enhance the appearance of its settlements by requiring any new
development to be appropriately sympathetic to its immediate surroundings.
Historic Landscape
There are a variety of historic sites in Great Barford. Integrating these sites into green
infrastructure plans can help to preserve our parish history.
Biodiversity
Within the parish are three County Wildlife Sites (CWS). The River Great Ouse CWS also
runs along the southern boundary of the parish, recognized because it is a river and because
of adjacent riparian habitats. Green infrastructure planning can help to link or buffer existing
wildlife sites, providing them with increased protection from harmful activities and making their
wildlife populations more sustainable. The Community places considerable value on the
enhancement of biodiversity in the Parish, including the creation of wildlife habitats, the
conservation of native hedgerows, the planting of native trees and wild flowers, and the
protection of wildlife corridors. The Community has identified green spaces of particular local
significance for special protection.
Rights of way
The public rights of way within Great Barford and especially around the adjacent farmland are
an important asset. They provide a free-to-access escape from traffic and thus provide health
and wellbeing benefits. The GBNP aims to retain these public rights of way. In retaining these
rights of way, the GBNP recognises that it is not only the existence of the right of way, but
also the setting, which provides the enjoyment, which must be safeguarded.
Community Aspirations
Workshops were held and the community invited to identify GI aspirations important to the
community. These have been incorporated into the Neighbourhood Plan.

Green Spaces have been identified as a separate exercise to the GI Plan and a background
document has been produced to assess them against criteria set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework. and identify them. Those that qualify will be identified and designated as Local Green
Spaces in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Key Issues – Environment







The protection of the local environment.
Identify ,improve access and encourage use of all Local Green Spaces.
Maintain and enhance existing ecological corridors and landscape features.
Provide a multi-functional green infrastructure network.
Promote community involvement
Aim to meet the GI aspirations.
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11. Infrastructure
Utilities
Renewable Energy
In the 21st century energy has become a major concern up to the international level. Our
reliance on fossil fuels is recognised as being a major issue along with it’s contribution to
climate change. Currently, 28% of the UK’s electricity comes from renewable energy, and this
figure is set to grow over the next few years. It is the government’s intention that local
authorities should design their policies to maximise renewable and low carbon energy
development.
Electric
The capacity of the electricity supply to Great Barford is sufficient to meet current demands
however with the increase in the number of dwellings and the move towards electric vehicles
will undoubtedly put an extra demand upon the infrastructure.
Gas
The Government has put in place a strategy to try to reduce our reliance on natural gas for
heating. The government has indicated that gas (and other fossil fuel) boilers will be banished
from newly built houses. The exact details of this have yet to be finalised. The government
has announced in the Clean Growth Strategy, that it intends to phase out the installation of high
carbon fossil fuel heating in new and existing buildings in areas off the gas grid, during the
2020s
Water
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This area is classified as an area with serious water stress, which means that the current and
future household demand for water is (likely to be) a high proportion of the effective rainfall
available. The water company must plan to manage demand for water effectively.
Surface water flooding occurs within the parish, partially as a result of surface water culverts /
drains and wastewater (sewerage) systems having inadequate capacity to deal with current
flows at peak times.
Phone/Mobile/Broadband
Currently the village has good coverage for mobile signals for both 3G and 4G. Currently only
Three offers any 5G signal. Virgin Media does not offer fibre broadband in the village and so
customers are reliant on Bt Openreach facilities. Fibre broadband is now available to most, but
not all, properties in the village.
Recycling
Household waste is managed by Bedford Borough Council. Residents are provided with three
refuse bins – one for garden waste, one for recyclable waste and a third for non-recyclable
waste. There are currently no facilities within the village to recycle glass.

Key Issues – Infrastructure










To minimise Great Barford’s contribution to climate change.
Ensure that developers offer designs that minimise the reliance on energy.
Encourage developers to build houses that are futureproofed in their reliance of gas as a fuel for
heating homes.
Ensure that the electrical supply meets the increase demand.
To ensure that drinking water is used efficiently in this water-stressed area.
To ensure effective drainage and avoid flooding of property within the parish and is properly
treated before being discharged.
Ensure that all new homes as well as existing ones have access to super-fast broadband.
Ensure that developers provide for the storage of refuse bins that are convenient for residents
and collection crews.
To enhance the amount of waste recycled and reduce the amount of waste sent to landfill.
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12. Transport
Location
Great Barford historically owes it’s location to the Ouse River crossing and it’s proximity to the “Great
North Road”. The village is approximately 5 miles northeast of Bedford and 9 miles southwest of St
Neots. It has good links to Milton Keynes (22 miles), Cambridge (25 miles), Peterborough (35 miles)
and London (62 miles).

Road
The centre of the village is the crossroads between the Bedford Road and Roxton Road (northeast
southwest) C44 (formerly A428) and the High Street and Green End Road (northwest southeast).
New Road links Great Barford Bridge towards the A1 Black Cat roundabout. The A421 has bypassed
the village since 2006 but there is easy access to the east and west within 2 miles of the village.
The road network provides good links for the village to the nearby towns of Bedford, St Neots and
Sandy. The A421 dual carriageway, which will form part of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway,
links the village towards the A1, M1 and M11 for connections to the major centres of London, Milton
Keynes and Peterborough.
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Bus
The village is served by a regular coach service
which runs for 18 hours each day. The Stagecoach
905 runs towards Bedford and Cambridge providing
public transport to Bedford and the nearby town of
St Neots. From Bedford there is a connection to the
X5 which forms a link to the Milton Keynes
Coachway, which is a major hub on the National
Coach network.
The Grant Palmer no.27 service provides a circular
route to Bedford and the local villages of Renhold,
Wilden, Ravensden, Salph End in the anti-clockwise
direction along with Willington, Cople and
Cardington in the clockwise direction.

Train
There are mainline train stations with direct services to London from Bedford, St Neots and Sandy but
because the public transport links by bus do not run directly to the stations the majority of commuters
drive. Bedford provides a direct link to the Eurostar train services from London St Pancras Station.
Airports
The closest international airport to the village is London Luton Airport which can be accessed by car
via the M1 or by train from Bedford. There is a regular direct train service from Bedford to London
Gatwick Airport. It is possible with connections via the X5 coach service from Milton Keynes
Coachway to get to London Luton, London Heathrow and East Midlands Airports and a direct rail
service to Birmingham International Airport from Milton Keynes Train Station and London Stansted
from Cambridge.
Cycle Routes
Great Barford is on National Cycle Route 12 and 51. Although the routes are on roads through the
village, there is a cycle route close to the village along the old Oxford to Cambridge disused railway
which links the village to Bedford and Sandy.
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Local Area Transport Plan (extract)

Bedford's Local Transport Plan
Below are some of the ways we can tackle transport issues in the Borough:




Practical ways- by linking up cycleways, maintaining the roads and pavements, as well as improving parking provision
and enforcement
Helping people to change their travel behaviour, through better information and promotional material
Working with YOU as the people who travel around. The Council manages the network for YOU -and there are
many different needs to take into account

The Local Transport Plan will be in place by April 201 1 and will last for 10 years. With your
help, we want to establish a strong and clear framework for decision making and delivery.
Below are the key strategies which we consider can influence travel behaviour and guide
transport decision making. They are designed to complement each other in order to
address key local transport issues.
• Active Travel Strategy- encouraging walking
and cycling
• Freight Strategy- keeping freight vehicles on
the right roads
• Network Management Strategy- managing
the highway network to cope with the
demands made on it
• Parking Strategy- covering the provision,
management and enforcement of parking
facilities
• Passenger Transport Strategy- improving
safety for all highway users
• Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategypromoting sustainable travel to school
(walking, cycling and public transport)
• Transport Asset Management Planmaintaining the highway, bridges and other
transport facilities
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Transport impact on the village
Only 9% of households do not have a car, 42% have 2 cars, and 13% have 3 or more. Most people
travel to work by car (78%), 6% work from home, 4% commute by train, but 8% of those in
employment cycle or walk to work, which is above the average for rural parishes.
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The minutes of Great Barford Parish Council and the results of the Neighbourhood Plan
Questionnaire highlight the main concerns of the parishioners about the impact of transport on the
village.
Volume of traffic
The volume of traffic through the village particularly during rush hour continues to be a concern.
Although the amount of traffic is less than it was prior to the opening of the bypass in 2006, new
developments, in Great Barford and Blunham in particular, have increased the traffic through the
village and proposed further developments will only exacerbate the situation.
The C44 is regularly used as a diversion route despite the downgrade in it’s status from the A421,
with the reduction in lighting provision and the quality of the road surface. Congestion at the Black Cat
Round-About on the A1 sees the village used as a “rat run” particularly by vehicles using sat-nav to
avoid delays.
The change of the school system in Bedford Borough from a three tier system to a two tier model has
resulted in the closure of Alban Middle School. This has reduced the amount of school traffic from
outside the village.
Parking
Older parts of the village and post war developments from the last century were not designed for the
level of private car ownership that now exists. The result is that there is a high level of on road parking
which restricts the traffic flow through the village. While this does help to control the speed of traffic to
some extent, it has also resulted in accidents, conflict and abuse. Nuisance parking particularly
around the school and on some of the older housing estates is a regular source of complaints to the
Parish Council.
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Speeding
Despite the provision of average speed cameras through the village on the C44, speeding is still a
problem. The data from several traffic speed surveys and the notices of intended prosecutions as the
result of speed limit enforcement, have shown a significant number of vehicles exceeding the speed
limit, a few even double the limit. New Road is a particular problem area, it is hoped that the newly
installed Speed Indicator Devices will help to remind drivers of the speed limit.
Road Maintenance
Since the downgrade of the old A428 to C44 status the maintenance of the road surface has been
less frequent and the quality of the road surface and repair work has deteriorated. Whilst there has
been some work to rectify issues highlighted by the Parish Council, there are still some issues.
Safe routes to school
Despite efforts to secure additional pedestrian crossings on High Street and Silver Street there is
insufficient funding available from the Bedford Borough Council for their provision. Alternative
methods of controlling vehicles speed are being considered including the use of “raised tables” and
“pinch points” to define natural road crossings.

Key Issues – Transport










Volume of traffic through the village
Parking provision
Speeding through the village
Highway maintenance
Safe routes to cycle or walk to school
Traffic calming schemes
Improved public transport links to railway stations
Improved cycle way provision
Improved public transport to Sandy and Biggleswade
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Great Barford Parish Council
The Parish Council Office
Green End Farm
108 Green End Road
Great Barford
Beds
MK44 3HD
Tel:
email:
web:

01234 870245
clerk@greatbarford.org.uk
www.greatbarford.org.uk

